
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Laurel Park Thunder Laurel Park Thunder Laurel Park Thunder Laurel Park Thunder VsVsVsVs    Business MovesBusiness MovesBusiness MovesBusiness Moves    

5555////6666/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Flo Wilson (LP Thunder) 

POM: Rebecca Haines (Business Moves) 

 

Thunder took to the court knowing that a draw or win would keep them in Div 1 so 

nerves were riding high. Business Moves came out of the gates fast with some great 

passages of play & good turnovers, whereas Thunder struggled to settle into their game 

& get the ball into the circle. Business Moves took the first quarter 8 goals to Thunder's 

3.  

Thunder changed it up for the 2nd quarter getting some height in the attacking end & 

closing down the defence but Business Moves stayed steady & worked really hard to get 

the ball to circle & convert. Business Moves shooting was really accurate & they worked 

well as a team to get the ball down the court, extending their lead to 20 goals to 

Thunder's 9.  

With some changes again, Thunder started to settle into their game, with good passages 

play down the court, great feeds into the circle & good shooting in the attacking end. 

Thunder defence also increased the pressure on Business Moves attack but the shooting 

duo were strong with great long shots coming from their GA! The quarter was a draw, 

meaning that Business Moves had a solid lead with 30 goals to 19.  

Last quarter saw great netball from both teams, Business Moves kept movement strong 

with some incredible feeds down the court. Thunder stepped up their game & played 

strong & took the final quarter win, albeit it was all a little too late & Business Moves 

took a very well deserved game win with 36 goals to 28.  

 

Unfortunate for Thunder as this means relegation but a great last game of netball for 

this season. 

Thank you to all players, supporters, umpires & scorers for a great game. 

    

FFFFinal Score: inal Score: inal Score: inal Score: Laurel Park Thunder Laurel Park Thunder Laurel Park Thunder Laurel Park Thunder 22228 8 8 8 ––––    BusBusBusBusiness iness iness iness Moves 36Moves 36Moves 36Moves 36    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

RG7 Rockets Vs Business MovesRG7 Rockets Vs Business MovesRG7 Rockets Vs Business MovesRG7 Rockets Vs Business Moves    

22222222/0/0/0/05555/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Rachel Green (Business Moves) 

POM: Alex Palmer (RG7 Rockets) 

 

Almost at the end of the season rg7 and business moves took the court on a pleasantly 

warm evening, perfect for netball.  

Business moves started strong with excellent shooting by GS Charlotte not missing a 

thing to pull away to a 6 goal lead at quarter time.  

In the second quarter rg7 settled in with their borrowed GS jane and GA Alex Palmer 

finding their rhythm, and the defence starting to get more interceptions and had a good 

quarter to pull the difference back to just 3 goals.  

Business moves switched the defence positions for the second half and this change had 

the right impact. With great play between their GA Rachel green and GS allowing easier 

feeding with a high accuracy converting the goals. Rg7 were still putting pressure on in 

defence and also benefiting from accuracy in the circle with their GA making strong runs 

in, but the goal difference extended to 6 goals in business moves favour.  

The last quarter though saw business moves really into their game now, pulling away to 

win. 

 

 

 

 Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: RG7 RocketsRG7 RocketsRG7 RocketsRG7 Rockets    29 29 29 29 ––––    Business Moves 41Business Moves 41Business Moves 41Business Moves 41    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

LP Hurricanes Vs LP Hurricanes Vs LP Hurricanes Vs LP Hurricanes Vs Business MovesBusiness MovesBusiness MovesBusiness Moves    

12121212////12121212/2018/2018/2018/2018    

POM: Jodie Penny (LP Hurricanes) 

POM: Rachel Green (Business Moves) 

  

Hurricanes came out the traps with a new line-up of mixed club players on their "Joker" 

game, happy to not forfeit!  The play flowed pretty quickly, with GS, Clamping, holding a 

good space by the post and calmly netting the goals.  Business Moves built the pressure 

and worked the ball down court quickly but some interceptions from nippy, WD and GD, 

Brown and McDonough, overturned the play and allowed Hurricanes to get ahead by the 

first break (7-12 to LP). 

 

Bolden, Haines and POM, Green, were trying out their shooting combos for Moves and 

gained confidence throughout the next quarter, with great feeds and accurate long-

range shots.  Hurricanes continued to fight and hold onto their lead, with POM, Penny, 

covering the entire court with superb interceptions and tips interrupting Moves' play and 

keep her team ahead (15-17 to LP).  The third quarter continued in the same vein with 

Hurricanes making more of an effort to work Brickley into the D, with Moves now 

doubling on Clamping.  The quarter ended with LP ahead but all to play for for Moves - 

18-23 to LP 

 

And play for it they did!! With a new shooting pair again, forcing LP errors, Moves got a 

few key turnovers to give them the motivation they needed.  Hurricanes, frustrated and 

sometimes rushing their play, tried to hold onto their lead but weren't able to convert 

some of the chances.  Maxwell and McDonough were doing all they could to dance 

around the Moves shooting duo but they now had their eye in and were netting at all 

opportunities.  Willing the whistle not to go before Hurricanes could bring it back, Penny 

and Walmsley were doing their best to cover the court and bring the ball back down 

with excellent support from Brown, but it wasn't enough.  Fantastic come back from 

Moves and a frustrating defeat for Hurricanes, but a solid effort on a "Joker" card. 

 

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: LP Hurricanes 30 LP Hurricanes 30 LP Hurricanes 30 LP Hurricanes 30 ----        Business Moves  32Business Moves  32Business Moves  32Business Moves  32    



    

MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Business Moves Vs CGL Business Moves Vs CGL Business Moves Vs CGL Business Moves Vs CGL     

17171717/09/2018/09/2018/09/2018/09/2018    

POM: Jane Rees (CGL) 

POM: Rachel Green (Business Moves) 

  

  

The first quarter was quite low scoring, as both teams made passing errors particularly in 

the goal third and shooting circles. Both teams’ defences were capitalising on the errors, 

and although CGL got off to a better start, Business Moves improved towards the end of 

the quarter to go into the first break one goal up,6-5.  

 

Business Moves had 8 players so swapped in a new WD for the second quarter, whereas 

CGL had a straight seven although missing a couple of regular players.  CGL’s Shannon at 

WD put a lot of pressure on Moves passing into the circle and GK and eventual player of 

the match, Jane, really started to warm up, intercepting a huge variety of passes from the 

Moves attack.  Moves GK and GD Sallie and Lauren worked hard to limit CGL’s 

opportunities, but CGL pulled away.  

 

In the 3rd and and start of 4th quarters, CGL appeared to dominate the game, with more 

balls getting into their shooting circle and Jane continuing to pick off balls left right and 

centre. However, Moves’ Rachel at GA, in her first game back after having a baby, had a 

fantastic second half. Her moving, passing and shooting was fast and accurate and 

Moves pulled level to 18-18 in the last quarter, really getting their hopes up.  However 

CGL made a couple of crucial moves in the last few minutes to pull off the victory by two 

goals.    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: BusinessBusinessBusinessBusiness    Moves Moves Moves Moves 20 20 20 20 ––––    CGLCGLCGLCGL    22222222    

    


